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Always, the physicians were among the 
highest paid professionals in society. Envy was also 
always great. 

Lateran Council no. 2 (1139 AD), notes the 
great disparity of income between clergy who 
practice medicine and other prelates who does not 
practice medicine and issued a decree that requires 
doctors prelates/clergy not to take money from 
patients (Canon No. 25). However, clergy doctors 
continued to practice medicine and to charge the 
patients (Faith).

Laterano Palace- Roma

Wallis Faith. Medieval medicine: A reader. University of Toronto Press, 

Toronto, 2010.



Part 1

Comparisons of doctor revenues with other 
professionals in medieval times and the 

Renaissance



 On the existence of the medical profession, as such, 
cannot speak until after the appearance of the first 
universities which had Schools of Medicine, too. The 
first University was founded in Bologna, Italia, in 1088. 

 This was followed by Oxford (1096) and the Sorbonne 
(Paris, 1170). In 1222, appears the University of Padova, 
involved in Romanian medicine. At these schools 
taught only Christians.



Originally, the Hebrew doctors in those times, very

famous, in fact, see the names of Maimonides and

Nahmanides, were educated in “Hebrew schools” specialized

both in theological problems as in medicine as well. These

schools were called “yeshivot”.

Often, the medical training was done in the family: from

the father or mother to son or daughter.

To point out that Hebrew women were entitled to be

Doctor! Recognition of these doctors was subsequently given

in a statement of a Christian university (Shatzmiller, 1994).

Subsequently, by the 14th 

century, “Christian” 

medical universities in 

Europe have admitted 

Hebrews, too.



However, before any assessment of appropriate 

monetary value of the profession, it must remind the 

importance of profession itself. Bigger than a dowry.

“I Moses Bonsegnor, physician and surgeon, father of 

the bride Mandina, promise to the family of my future 

son in law, Bonjuda (Bonjuas) Durant, he will learn 

Medicine from Me, without charge, for one whole year 

(contract dated to Marseille 7 March 1431)”

This phrase must conclude about how much it costs to 

become a stagier doctor. It is also to notice that such 

contracts were quite numerous (see Shatzmiller).

Joseph Shatzmiller. Jews, medicine and medieval society. 

University of California Press, Berkeley, 1994.



 How much was a dowry in that times ?

 In 14 century, in England a lord daughter dowry was around 66 
pounds. A baron daughter dowry was 1000 pounds (Kenneth 
Hodges). 

 One beer was 1 pence. Thus, a dowry valued 15 840 beers for a 
lord and 240 000 beers for a baron.

 In Mediteraneean area, between 10th and 13th century a jew
dowry (like Moses Bonsegnor) was between 950-1500 dinars 
(Anderson, 2007). 

 1 gold dinar = 3,56 (in 1392) - 4,25 g (in 1399); Blanchard, around 
1 gold florin]

Kenneth Hodges. hodges@jif.berkeley.edu.

Siwan Anderson. The economics of dowry and brideprice. Journal of Economic Perspectives, 2007, 21, Fall; 

4: 151–174. 

Ian Blanchard. Appendix. Numismatic notes. In Lawrin Armstrong, Ivana Elbl, Martin M. Elbl (eds.), Money, 

markets, and trade in Late Medieval Europe. Edit. Brill, Leiden, Holland, 2007.



This shows that the doctors of that time came from wealthy 

families, so they went in life with a certain high standard and 

offered a certain standard and their children. 

We can see that even in that times, the education to become a 

doctor was expensive and take a long time 

(http://www.medievalchronicles.com/medieval-

people/medieval-doctor). 

Moreover, to move from the stage of “student” to that of 

“licensed”, other studies were needed, costing, for 1 year, 25 

gold florins [1 florin = 3,5 g =  150 USD =  135 euro]. 

This was the average gain of an ordinary person for one year. 

However, from charging a student, a “professor doctor” gain 

only ¼ of what received a chief architect (Master Mason) 

builder of cathedrals: 100 florins a year (13500 euro per year).



As a comparison:

Leonardo da Vinci 

was paid 50-100 florins a year

Michelangelo

received between 200-500 florins 

(equivalent docato) after 

finishing a statue, about 

75-100 florins a year (Abagond). 

For painting the Sistine Chapel, Michelangelo 

received 3 000 florins (405 000 euros) in four years 

(750 florins per year = around 100 000 euros).

Leonardo da Vinci, Palazzo 

Sforzesco, Milano

Abagond. Money in Leonardo’s time. https://abagond.wordpress.com/2007/05/10/.



In Central Italy (Firenze), where circulating “lira” (pound) and 

“fiorino” (florin), doctors were paid based on the financial strength 

of the patient. For only one consultation, a nobleman paid 10 

pounds (1 lira = pound = 20 soldiers, one Florin = 20 pounds), the 

king paid 100 pounds (= 5 florins, 25% of income in a year!), a 

humble merchant paid only 1 pound (Gies). 

Were this money taxed money? It is not known, but probably 

not (Faith), especially if the doctor was in the service of a great 

potentate (Kozodoy).

Maud Kozodoy. The Jewish physician in medieval Iberia: new directions. December 2010. 

http://www.academia.edu/3630003.

Frances Gies, Joseph Gies. Daily life in medieval times. Grange Books, Rochester, UK, 2005.



In  South Italy, in Amalfi, Salerno, and Naples, a doctor 

was paid for visiting a patient (2 visits per day, one in the 

night, at the request of the patient) with:

 ½ golden tarenus (a gold coin of 20 g, if he lived in the 

village or 

 3 tarenus, if passed by the city walls (Wallis). 

Such a physician had around 4-7 patients a day, 

therefore he had 2-3 Golden Tarenus per day. It can be 

observed that, in those times, a chief architect in charge of 

achieving a fortress (e.g., Ricardo da Foggia, from Lucera) 

received 1 (one) tarenus per day from the King of Naples, 

Charles I of Anjou (Taylor).

Italian Tarenus vs Austrian “cockerel”, 

circulating in Romanian Countries

A golden tarenus was 6 times as heavy as a

Franz-Josef “cockerel”

Julie Taylor. Muslims in Medieval Italy: The Colony at Lucera. 

Lexington Books, Oxford, 2003.



Wallis Faith. Medieval medicine: A reader. University of Toronto Press, Toronto, 2010.



Part 2

The First doctors in Romanian Countries

The first doctors in Romanian Countries were jews

from Genova

Since 1330 (14th century) at Akkerman (Bolgrad) 

[Bessarabia, Moldova], lived Hebrew physicians 

(Benjamin, 2002). 

Probably from here acquired Stephen The Great, 

King/Prince of Moldova (Stefan cel Mare, born 1433, 

King/Prince of Moldova between 1457-1504) a Hebrew 

doctor (Giurăscu, 1974). 

Lya Benjamin.   Evreii din   România în texte istoriografice. Antologie. Editura Hasefer, Bucureşti, 

2002, p.p. 414-415.

Constantin C. Giurescu. Istoria românilor, vol. II. Editura Ştiinţifică şi Enciclopedică, Bucureşti, 1974, p. 81.



Genovese Cetatea Albă/Akkerman fortress 

at Black Sea.

Stephen The Great 



Genova

Akkerman –
commercial 

colony

Genovese possession and trade in Europe, 
Africa and Middle East



 In 1468, at the Prince/King Court arrived the Genoese 
Ion Barber, Maestro Zoano
(http://www.lovendal.ro/wp52/2009). 

 It is not known whether he was a “doctor” or only 
“barber”, but it sure was Genovese. 

 In 1473, at the same Court appears the Jew-Spanish Beg 
Isaac. 

 It apparently was the first undercover spy in Romanian 
Countries. 

 He was sent by the Azerbaijani Sultan Uzun Hassan, at 
the inspiration of Venice, a powerful competitor of 
Genoa in the region. 



Stephen The Great had also a doctor native of Venice. 

“Later, in 1502, following the aggravation of the disease, he 

decides to ask his friend Doge Leonardo Loredano, to facilitate 

Demetrio, serving in princely chancellery, purchase of medicines, 

to the proposal of his personal physician, The Venetian Matteo

Muriano” (Lazarescu, 2004). 

Being Venetian, one can assume he learned at The Faculty of 

Medicine in Padua, 50 km from Venice. Later, in 1504, after the 

death of Muriano, to Stephen Court came the Italians (sent also 

by the Venetians) Leonardo da Massari (near Parma), and 

Gerronimo da Casena (?, more probably from Cesena).

We can suspected that the natives of Italy were receiving in 

Moldova similar amounts of money and had the same land 

customs. About “land customs” see ante.

George Lăzărescu. Documente italiene despre Stefan cel Mare. România Literară, 2004, 29. www.romlit.ro



This paragraphs are meant to emphasize that doctors in 

those times received money and gifts, according to the 

Western style of payment. 

Blaming the land custom as being oriental (Balkan or 

Turkish) and bribe is not historically correct.



Passing the Mountains – in Transylvania

In the sixteenth century in Transylvania, under Hungarian 

Kingdom, Dr. Paulus Kyr (1510-1588), who studied in 

Vienna, Padova and Ferrara, where he graduated, reached 

Braşov/Krönstadt. He became doctor, perhaps chief 

physician (Stadtarzt) between 1535-1588 (B H Chicoş). 

From Peles
To Bran

Bogdan Horia Chicoş. Biblioteci medicale şi învăţământ medical pe teritoriul românesc până la începutul

secolului al xix-lea. Jurnalul Medical Braşovean



Krönstadt/Braşov

Dr. Paulus Kyr has reached an important administrative position,

possibly being even Senator of Krönstadt/Braşov. Such a public

servant look like this. I.e. he had a lot of money and had a great

financial power.

Leader of German 
people in 

Transylvania; 17th

century



Back in Wallachia

At The Court of Constantin Brancoveanu (born 1654, 

King/Prince of Walachia,  between 1688-1714) will parade a 

procession of prominent doctors cosmopolite intellectuals, both 

from Byzantine, Greek space and from the West, schooled mainly 

in Padua and in the Germany: 

Head doctor Iacob/James Pylarino (1659-1719), Ioan/John 

Comnen Milibdos, Pantaleon Caliarchi, Bartolomeo Ferri, 

Brechtenberg von Brecht, George Hypomenas, Hrisogonos George, 

Stavros and Ioannis Mulaimis, Placicus Eustatius. 



Constantin Brancoveanu. 

Prince  1688-1714

Mogosoaia Palace, 

15 km North-West

near Bucuresti



Constantine Brancoveanu’s personal secretary, Anton 

Maria del Chiaro (born somewhere between 1660-1680 in 

Florence, Italy), had studies of iatrophylosophy at Padua. 

To note that after Brancoveanu death, del Chiaro was the 

founder a the first Masonic Lodge in Romanian Countries, 

perhaps in 1733 in Iassy, Capital of Moldova (Nestorescu-

Bălceşti, 1993). 

The destiny of Pylarino was fascinating: diplomat of 

Venice, Pylarino is considered now one of the forerunners 

of smallpox vaccination with bovine vaccine (Vătămanu).

Vătămanu N. Iacob Pylarino, medic al Curţii Domneşti din Bucureşti (1685-1687; 1694-1708). În Bologa V.L., (ed.), Din istoria

medicinei romîneşti şi universale. Edit. Academiei Populare Romîne, Bucureşti, 1962, pp 121-132.



Dr. Bartolomeo Ferri, an Italian count arrived in 

Walachia in 1607, has enjoyed the trust of Brancoveanu as 

senior physician. Ferri was married to a Romanian, who 

belong to the boyar families Brancoveanu and Cantacuzino. 

After the execution of Brancoveanu in Istanbul, dr. Ferri

moved to Moldova, at Mihai Racoviţă’s Court. 

Always, dr. Ferri stands out for its elegance and colorful 

clothes that stroked with the Byzantine Court in Romanian 

Countries, but was in tune with European baroque pretty 

colorful clothes of the time (Nistoroiu). 

On dr. Bartolomeo Ferri, and on the “Greek” physician 

Antonio Corai is said to have been covered agents/spies 

(Plaiasu).

Alexandra Nistoroiu. Barocul şi medicii lui Brâncoveanu. Viaţa Medicală (Buc), 2014, 7 Noiembrie; 32

(1334): 12.

Ciprian Plăiaşu. Agenţi acoperiţi în România din evul mediu la războiul rece. Historia.ro. 26.11.2014.



Giovanni Pietro Guissani, Italian doctor in 17th century [Getty Museum] & Doctors at the 

death bed of Louis XIIIth of France [Jean Froncois de Troy – detail of Saint Vincent at the 

deathbed of Louis 13, Denmark Nat. Museum]

From these picture, we could found that doctors in Romanian Countries 

in 16-17 century had the same look as those from Italy and France

(see also below).



The name “Corai” suggests a Sephard man 
(Orfanel). If so, then Corai might have become a 
doctor [physician] in Istanbul, in a Hebrew 
Theological School (yeshivot, see ante), a school that 
deals also with the study of medicine. 

It is also possible that being of Spanish or Italian 
Hebrew origin as name, he had followed a medical 
school in Italy, most likely, or Spain (ex. Salamanca, 
Valencia, Saragossa, Madrid).

Jacinto Orfanel. Historia eclesiastica de los sucessos de la christiandad de Japon, desde el anno de 

1602. Editura Alfonso Martin, Madrid, 1663.



Another interesting character was Clemence von 

Brechtenberg, son of a pastor in Strasbourg. He studied 

medicine in Germany and came to Transylvania as a 

military doctor. 

He learned Romanian well enough for that had planned 

to translate into Romanian a series of classical works of 

antiquity. 

He was inspired by Martin Luther Protestantism. 

Brancoveanu was  scared of his zeal, because he was trying 

very hard to convert the Turks from Wallachian Court to 

Christianity, so he gave up, finally, his services (cf, 

Nistoroiu).



Brancoveanu's doctors were part of the Court elite, 

belonging to the upper class. However, on Brîncoveanu time, 

doctors paid taxes, probably registered in the guild of 

physicians (Ungureanu, 2007). 

Brancoveanu’s doctors, like those of Stephen’s were not 

civil servants. They were not registered as officials in those 

times. Unlike what happened in Transylvania (see ante).

Dragoş Ungureanu. Plătitorii de impozite în perioada domniei lui Constantin Brâncoveanu.

Argessis, Studii şi comunicări, seria Istorie, 2007, XVI: 177-200.



Compared with the financial condition of Court’s Brîncoveanu

physicians, in those times, also at French Royal level, dr. Francois 

Martel, received 1200 crowns in 1589 because it had carefully and 

recovered on King Henry IV of France (Desmaze 1880, p.294). 

The equivalent is of 3,500 pounds or francs. Parliament decision 

said not how long was this care. 

Therefore, Dr. Martel health care could not

have been more than 4 months.

Charles Desmaze. Histoire de la médecine légale en France. Edit. G. Charpentier, Paris,

1880.

Roi Henri IV de France 



Another French doctor, Mr. Laurent Guillemot, has 

received only 25 crowns per year in 1621 to practice 

surgery at the prison in Toulouse (Desmaze, 1880). 

On July 15, 1644, the group of doctors and surgeons 

who assisted Anne de Montafié, Countess of Soissons, 

sister of King Henry IV, and then after death, embalmed it, 

received 1717 pounds. 

All these amounts were approved by French 

Parliament.



Another doctor in Transylvania was Koleseri Samuel 

(1629-1683). 

Probably he was Jew. He was sent from Vienna in Apuseni

Montains (Western Carpathians) to found gold. 

He wrote a book on his expeditions.



Back over the montains

Alexander Mavrocordat “The Exaporit” [an exaporit means 

“mystery councilor/adviser”) (1641-1709) was doctor of medicine at 

Bologna, with studies in Padua. 

He taught medicine at the Higher School of Fanar-Istanbul. He had 3 

children, Ruxandra, Scarlat and Nicolae/Nicholas who became 

Prince/King of Moldova and then of Wallachia. All children were 

familiar with medical practice (cf Chicoş). 

Mavrocordat have notes that patients were not treat everyone in the 

same manner, but depending on the financial strength and status (Olaru), 

as in Italy: “Even the sons of doctors did not used the same drugs to the 

common people as worthy people  or with noble ancestry; for these latter 

treatments, they used “much milder and richer therapeutics”, (notes in 

“Opinions and thoughts”, No. 808, Hurmuzachi, vol. XLII).

Maria Olaru. Cine şi cum îi trata pe români în secolele trecute? 

http://www.descopera.ro/cultura/ 12.03.2013.



About opinion that had the common people about 

doctors said Anton Maria Del Chiaro in “Wallachian

Revolutions”: “Wallachians, especially women, claimed to 

know the easiest and most practical remedies medical 

healing, the sick die, they believe, only after the 

intervention of doctors.”  

And, if the people are not yet accustomed to trust 

doctors, “people are sympathetic with physician and 

respects them”, they were well paid and often received 

gifts.” (Olaru, cf).
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Part 3

Revenues of doctors in Phanariote times (1669-1821)



But, we think that this is quite long for 

today. Thus, the following parts will be 

presented in future, eventualy in 

Rotterdam – May 2017


